
 

 

Laudato si’ at 5 

Le moine cistercien habite le monde comme un hôte. L’hôte se sait de passage. Il veille à traiter avec 

égard et respect ce qui lui est simplement confié. 

Engraved on a wall at Cîteaux Abbey, head of the Cistercian order. 

 

Laudato si’ is an appeal from Pope Francis to a Humanity [that] still has the ability to work together in 

building our common home. Here I want to recognize, encourage and thank all those striving in countless 

ways to guarantee the protection of the home which we share. (§13) 

In the collective book Standing up for a sustainable world: Voices of change, the 64 authors 

give accounts of their respective and diverse efforts to protect our common home and its 

inhabitants, in particular those who most need protection. In doing so they indeed felt inspired and 

encouraged by the Laudato si’ message, to which they pay tribute here. Some are fighting in 

extreme conditions, like Maria do Socorro Costa Silva against multinationals busy at destroying 

the Amazonian forest, or Bobby Chan and his team who, inspired by their Catholic faith, enforce 

on a voluntary basis conservation laws that usually go ignored by local police and coastguards, in 

islands of the Philippines archipelago. 

 

1/ The younger authors in the book have something special to say. Ridhima Pandey, the youngest 

among them (she is 12), who challenged the climate inaction of the Indian Federal Government 

before the Supreme Court, writes: 

“What I like most about the Pope’s letter is its hopeful tone. Even though he acknowledges that the 

world is in a crisis, he does not indulge in doomsday predictions.” 

Young people highly appreciate the alignment of hope and lucidity that characterizes Laudato si’: 

Hope would have us recognize that there is always a way out, that we can always redirect our steps, that we 

can always do something to solve our problems. Still we can see signs that things are now reaching a 

breaking point. (§61) Hilda Nakabuye, known as “the African Greta’ because she started the Fridays 

For Future movement in Uganda with a lonely presence on the banks of Lake Victoria before 

convincing fellow students by the thousands to join, writes: 

“We are the first generation to know what is happening to our Earth and this puts us in a position 

to find solutions to stop it. Africa in particular is headed for trouble if countries do not adopt 

sustainable development.”  

 Young people also appreciate that Pope Francis doesn’t shy from making clear where the 

responsibility is: “Politics and business have been slow to react in a way commensurate with the urgency of 

the challenges facing our world. (§165) At many places in the Encyclical letter we are reminded that 

we ALL have a duty of care for our common home.  



This is an assessment that millions of young people, organized in the Fridays For Future and other 

associations, have powerfully amplified during demonstrations all over the world. As Michael 

Mann, climatologist and celebrated advocate for the protection of the climate, writes:  

“It is my view that the Encyclical laid the groundwork for today’s global youth climate movement 

that has recentered the climate crisis on fundamental issues of ethics and morality.” 

On this fundamental point, Ridhima Pandey concurs: 

“Neither does he restrict his views to law and policy alone. His vision is all encompassing and it has 

room for everyone, including children.” 

Or in Genevieve Guenther’s words (she is the founder of End Climate Silence):  

“Laudato si raised justice and love to the forehead of the climate movement, so that 

decarbonization could no longer be seen merely as a technical problem, but as a social, cultural, and 

even spiritual calling.” 

Pippo Ranci, former President of the Italian Regulatory Authority for Electricity and Gas and 

professor at the Università Cattolicà in Milan,, measures the importance of the spirit of 

brotherhood that gives dynamism to the fight demonstrated by the coming together in 

communities to invent and create new things. He points out that All Brothers, the Encyclical Letter 

that followed Laudato si’, goes in the same direction of breaking prevalent egoisms: 

“It has been remarked that All Brothers is strictly linked to Laudato si’: our common home is 

inhabited by our brothers, and only brothers can resume it by acting together.” 

2/While politics and business have in general been slow to react, some positive trends are 

emerging. The divest-invest movement on financial markets is a case in point. The Rockefeller 

Brothers Fund has been one of the pioneering institutions of the movement; its President, Stephen 

Heintz, explains why: 

“ Business leaders and investors have an essential role to play in advancing the vision of ecological 

healing that the Pope powerfully articulates. If we are to sustain our planet, businesses and 

investors must divest from fossil fuels, invest in the clean economy of the future, and use their voice 

to advocate for a transformed economic paradigm. The progress we have made so far -- $14 trillon 

in combined investment assets committed to divestment as of today -- is encouraging, but 

profoundly inadequate relative to the scope of the crisis.” 

 

Bill McKibben, author of "The End of Nature" (1988) and founder of 350.org, now a network 

extending on five continents, has from the beginning of the movement worked at convincing 

investors to divest and then invest; he takes a step further here: 

  
 

"I think it's key to continue to push for the divestment of the Vatican Bank from fossil fuel 

companies. Pope Francis has more or less endorsed the idea, but I don't think it's happened yet." 

 

 



3/Susan Clayton, chair of the Psychology department at the College of Wooster, emphasizes 

another foundation of Laudato si’: 

 

“Laudato si’ reminded people of the fundamental reality that we are all interconnected: we can’t 

close our eyes to the ways in which environmental damage is harming other species and people, 

because harm to part of the system will inevitably affect the whole.“ 

The concept of interconnection is indeed fundamental in the letter and it extends beyond 

interconnection between people. In the same spirit are considered interconnection between faith 

and science, and interconnection between branches of science, that scientific activity rarely 

promotes.  

Alessia Lefebure, Vice-Dean of France School for Public Health and member of the Board of the 

Red Cross Foundation, observes that the conviction that everything in the world is connected (§16) is 

increasingly shared by students she meets in the universities (centered on health and food issues) 

where she is working or keeping regular contacts. Philippe Cury, President of the Scientific 

Council of the Monaco Oceanographic Institute, signals the same trend in the world of 

oceanography and ocean resources management.   

 

 

4/Laudato si’ must be seen as an ongoing effort. A pause jeopardizes previous   successes, as it 

appears from surveys led by Edward Maibach, Director of the Center for Climate Change 

Communication at George Mason University 

 

 "Our research team conducted a survey of American adults in 2015 immediately before Laudato si’ 

was released, and again approximately 5 months later (immediately after Pope Francis visited the 

USA), and twice yearly thereafter. We learned that the encyclical had several important impacts on 

the beliefs and behaviors of Americans over the short term, although its influence waned over the 

next year or two. This is consistent with most research on the influence of communication 

campaigns: campaigns can influence public beliefs and behaviors, but unless the campaign activity 

is sustained, the effects tend to wane fairly quickly. I encourage Pope Francis to do everything 

possible to continue bringing attention to the climate especially as the nations of the world are 

considering the commitments they will make at COP26 in Scotland later this year.” 

 

What is true as regards public opinion is also observed at the highest levels of power. Just days after 

Laudato si’ was published, President Obama declared: “I deeply admire the Pope’s decision to make 

the case – clearly, powerfully, and with the full moral authority of his position – for action on global 

climate change.” Moreover as Alice Hill, former special adviser to President Obama on climate 

policy, reports: 

 

“For White House leaders, the message acted as powerful confirmation of the need to address the 

climate threat and, importantly, also as a spur to greater action.” 

 

The spur however didn’t survive President Obama’s departure from the White House. Now, with 

President Biden’s election, that thread is taken up. Pope Francis, speaking at the major emitters’ 



summit called by President Biden on April 22nd, 2021, urged action now, and presented a vision of 

a just, equitable and environmentally safe planet. It is a message of hope. And as the authors in our 

book argue and demonstrate, human ingenuity and commitment – inspired by the recognition both 

of the immense dangers of inaction and of the deep attractions of the new paths to sustainability - 

are showing how that hope can be realized.  

 

About the authors: 

 

Physicist turned economist, Claude HENRY is professor of sustainable development at Sciences 
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Nicholas Stern, Lord Stern of Brentford , is IG Patel professor of economics and government, and 

chair of the Grantham Research Institute, at London School of Economics. He has been chief 

economist at both the European Bank for Reconstruction and the World Bank. He is a member of 

the high-level Advisory Group for COP26, the UN Conference on Climate to be convened in 

Glasgow on November 1-12, 2021. 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


